24. 57th Service Recognition Dinner recognizes 282 staff, all photos by University Photography | Pawprint
25. Bring a Child to Work Day All photos by Jason Koski/University Photography | Pawprint
26. Employee volunteer extravaganza | Pawprint
27. Wellbeing | Pawprint
28. Focus on greetings, goodbyes and helping others, staff are advised All photos by Robert Barker/University Photography | Pawprint
29. Resources | Pawprint
30. Driving courses | Pawprint
31. Facilities Services recommits to diversity and inclusion | Pawprint
32. Campus groups elect Baird, Mittman and Evensen to board of trustees | Pawprint
33. Good Samaritan law applies off-campus for alcohol/drug-related emergencies | Pawprint
34. Kronos Basic Tip: Check your accrual balances | Pawprint
35. Columns | Pawprint
36. Log on to Books 24x7 | Pawprint
37. TechTalk | Pawprint
38. New York City bus trips for faculty, staff and guests, $50 | Pawprint
39. Bike to work day | Pawprint
40. New senior director of Facilities Management to begin June 4 | Pawprint
41. Mindlessly eating | Pawprint
42. Articles - PDFs | Pawprint
43. Local primitive pursuits and woodcarving events | Pawprint
44. Volunteer for Commencement Weekend May 26 and/or 27 and be entered into a drawing to win a free iPad or two free round-trip tickets on the Campus-to-Campus bus to New York City! | Pawprint
45. Cheese trail | Pawprint
46. Employee discounts available, thanks to Supply Management Services | Pawprint
47. Botanical Garden mini-tours and other nature walks | Pawprint
48. Child safety-seat check | Pawprint